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ECONOMY	
CONNECT	NY	 This	episode,	Dairy	Depression	in	New	York,	looked	at	the	

troubled	dairy	industry. As more and more farmers struggle to 
keep up with low demand in a health-conscious world.  
Participants in the program: Paul Fouts, Fouts Farm, the Fouts 
family has been part of the Tompkins/Cortland County 
agricultural community for 70 years. The farm is home to 
more than 600 dairy cattle; Hal McCabe, Village of Homer 
Mayor, Outreach Director for NY FarmNet, FarmNet is an 
organization that serves to guide NY State farms through 
periods of transition, opportunity or challenge by providing 
free, confidential, farm related consulting services; Addie 
Jenne, (D) New York State Assembly District 116, Chair of 
the Agricultural Committee; David Fisher - New York Farm 
Bureau President; Dr. Andrew Novakovi, Professor of 
Agricultural Economics at the Dyson School at Cornell 
University.	

WCNY	 Gen.	Int.	 7/30/18	
9	pm	

1	hour	

Brewed	in	New	
York	

Thirteen-part	 series	 looked	 at	 the	 explosion	 of	 craft	 breweries	
across	the	Empire	State	and	its	impact	on	the	economy	as	well	as	
the	unique	qualities	such	breweries	have	across	many	regions	of	
the	state.	

WXXI	 Gen.	Int.	 Sundays	at	
6	p.m.	
8/5/18-
10/28/18	

Half-hour	
series	

Sweden:	
Lessons	for	
America?	A	
Personal	
Exploration	by	
Johan	Norberg	

It's been suggested that Americans would be better off if the 
United States was more like Sweden. Do Swedes know 
something we don't? Join Swedish native and scholar Johan 
Norberg as he explores his homeland's economic and social 
landscape. The lessons to be learned from Sweden may not be 
the ones you expect.	

NETA	 Gen.	Int.	 9/10/18	
2	p.m.	

1	hour	
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Making	a	Buck	
in	Beijing	

What do two Americans have in common with their 
counterparts in China? More than you think. Join Sarah, a 
fashion designer from San Francisco and Ryan, an 
entrepreneur from Silicon Valley as they make their way 
through Beijing, China. Both are seeking ways to expand their 
businesses and make connections that will forge long-lasting 
relationships for future growth. 

KNME	 Gen.	Int.	 9/10/18	
3	p.m.	

1	hour	

HEALTH	
Before	Stage	
Four:	
Confronting	
Early	Psychosis	

BEFORE STAGE FOUR: CONFRONTING EARLY 
PSYCHOSIS offers a stark yet hopeful look into a new 
movement in the mental health community. But 
groundbreaking data now shows a significant success rate for 
people who receive early, coordinated care. This program 
features several personal stories, including that of an adult son 
who became a casualty of the mental health system - and is 
now dealing with long-term schizophrenia and chronic 
homelessness in San Francisco. It also focuses on FEP early 
treatment programs that are literally saving young lives, 
including a highly regarded center in Philadelphia. Also 
featured are ground-breaking brain studies from the University 
of Pittsburgh that could one day predict a young person's 
vulnerability to psychosis so that families can intervene 
"Before Stage Four."	

APT	 Gen.	Int.	 7/15/18	
1	p.m.	

Half-hour	

Mayo	Clinic	–	
Faith	–	Hope	–	
Science	

Special program looked at how the Mayo Clinic, which is 
"world renowned for its medical arts," has met the changing 
demands of healthcare for 150 years, and what it can teach us 
about facing the challenges of patient care today.	

PBS	 Gen.	Int.	 9/25/18	
9	p.m.	

2	hours	

PBS	NewsHour	 The	 FDA	 called	 teen	 vaping	 and	 epidemic	 and	 is	 urging	 the	
industry	to	address	the	problem,	considering	imposing	a	ban	on	
flavored	e-cigarettes.	

PBS	 Gen.	Int.	 9/12/18	
7pm	

10	mins.	

GOVERNMENT	
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CONNECT	NY	 This	 episode	 was	 titled:	 The	 Politics	 of	 NYS	 Immigration.	

Generations of refugees have come to New York State to find 
and start a new life. However, recent federal policy has forced 
changes in the process and procedures most state and private 
organizations aiding these refugees have come to rely on. 
Connect NY explores how new policy is shaping the landscape 
of immigration and resettlement and what kinds of challenges 
refugees now face. Does New York State have the 
infrastructure in place to respond to the current needs of 
refugees and what place do these immigrants hold in our 
society? Participants include: Wendy Ayotte, Bridges Not 
Borders Volunteer; Janet McFetridge, Plattsburgh Cares 
Volunteer; Stephen Yale-Loehr, Cornell University Professor 
of Immigration Law Practice; Sarah F. Rogerson, Albany Law 
School Professor, Director of the Immigration Law Clinic; and 
representatives from Interfaith Works, Mohawk Valley 
Resource Center for Refugees and Catholic Charities.	

WCNY	 Gen.	Int.	 8/20/18	
9	pm	

1	hour	

	 	 	 Gen.	Int.	 	 	
EDUCATION	
PBS	NewsHour	 Puerto	 Rico’s	 school	 system	 was	 struggling	 long	 before	

Hurricane	Maria	struck	a	year	ago.	But	that	disaster	exacerbated	
deep	 problems	 	 as	 schools	were	 destroyed	 and	many	 children	
moved	to	the	U.S.	mainland	with	new	impacts	on	the	American	
education	system.	

PBS	 Gen.	Int.	 9/18/18	
7pm	

10	mins.	

PBS	NewsHour	 The	 Trump	 administration	 came	 out	 against	 Harvard	
University’s	 admission	 practices.	 A	 legal	 battle	 brought	 by	 a	
group	 of	 Asian	 Americans	 against	 one	 of	 the	 most	 selective	
schools	in	the	world	is	expected	to	head	to	federal	court.	

PBS	 Gen.	Int.	 8/30/18	
7	pm	

10	mins.	

PBS	NewsHour	 The	 U.S.	 Education	 Department	 announced	 it	 was	 weighing	 a	
decision	 on	 whether	 to	 allow	 states	 to	 use	 federal	 funds	 to	
purchase	guns	for	schools.	

PBS	 Gen.	Int.	 8/28/18	
7pm	

10	mins.	
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PBS	NewsHour	 Special	 segment	 looked	 at	 how	 some	 schools	 are	 ending	

“summer	 vacation”	 and	 offering	 a	 more	 year-round	 schedule,	
hoping	to	stop	the	loss	of	learning	and	boost	achievement.	

PBS	 Gen.	Int.	 7/24/18	
7pm	

10	mins.	

ENVIRONMENT	
PBS	NewsHour	 In	 a	 special	 week-long	 report,	 the	 PBS	 NewsHour	 looked	 at	

what’s	 behind	 the	 growing	 waves	 of	 plastic	 washing	 ashore	
around	 the	 globe,	 its	 environmental	 impacts	 to	 wildlife	 and	
people.	

PBS	 Gen.	Int.	 9/25-28	
7	p.m.	

Various	
lengths	

PBS	NewsHour	 In	 a	 special	 report,	 NewsHour	 Science	 correspondent	 Miles	
O’Brien	 investigated	 the	 growing	 risk	 of	 hurricanes	 and	 the	
large,	 often	 historic,	 volumes	 of	 rain	 they	 are	 dumping	 and	
causing	extensive	flooding.	

PBS	 Gen.	Int.	 9/19/18	
7pm	

10	mins.	

PBS	NewsHour	 For	 weeks,	 smoky,	 unhealthy	 air	 from	 large	 wildfires	 plagued	
much	 of	 the	 West	 Coast	 and	 beyond.	 Special	 NewsHour	
correspondent	Cat	Wise	investigated	the	impact	on	public	health	
with	 the	 increase	of	urban	wildfires	 in	which	homes	and	other	
structures	burn.	

PBS	 Gen.	Int.	 9/11/18	
7pm	

10	mins.	

SOCIAL	AND	FAMILY	CONCERNS	
PBS	NewsHour	 The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention reported seven 

states now have adult obesity rates of 35% or higher, up from 
zero states just five years ago. The CDC called for a 
comprehensive strategy to reduce obesity prevalence, with 
steps including healthy eating, better sleep, stress management 
and physical activity. 

PBS	 Gen.	Int.	 9/13/18	
7pm	

10	mins.	

John	Paull	II	in	
Ireland:	A	Plea	
for	Peace	

In the fall of 1979, John Paul II was one year into a 
transformative papacy filled with hope and dynamism. 
Northern Ireland was a decade into the Troubles, a bloody 
conflict that shrouded all of Ireland in gloom. The dramatic 
encounter between this charismatic Polish Pope and the "land 
of Saints and Scholars," is captured poignantly in John Paul II 
in Ireland, a historical documentary and spiritual reflection of 
what ultimately brought peace to Northern Ireland.	

NETA	 Gen.	Int.	 8/20/18	
1	pm	

1	hour	
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Challenger	
Exhibition	
Game	at	the	
Little	League	
World	Series	
2018	

The Challenger Division was established in 1989 as a separate 
division of Little League that enables boys & girls with 
physical and developmental challenges, ages 4-18, or up to age 
22 if still enrolled in high school, to enjoy the game of 
baseball. Since 2001, two Little League Challenger Division 
teams have been invited to play an exhibition game at the 
Little League World Series. The first three years the teams 
came from local programs. Since then, teams from nine 
different states, from as far away as California, have 
participated. The teams playing in the Challenger game as part 
of the World Series are representing more than 30,000 
Challenger players in more than 900 leagues worldwide.	

WVIA	 Gen.	Int.	 9/3/18	
1	p.m.	

1	hour	

Shots	Fired	 This documentary focuses on courage, communications and 
resilience in the face of a school shooting.	

NETA	 Gen.	Int.	 9/2/18	
Noon	

Half-hour	

Inside	Out:	
Leaving	Prison	
Behind	

The prison system can be a revolving door for people trapped 
in a cycle of incarceration. This documentary follows three 
inmates in Juneau, Alaska, from the moment they're released. 
While reentry is a struggle for everyone, why are some able to 
leave prison behind forever? What makes the difference? 

NETA	 Gen.	Int.	 9/2/18	
12:30p.m.	

Half-hour	

CULTURAL	ISSUES,	RECREATION	
Hamilton’s	
America	

The creation of Lin-Manuel Miranda’s pop culture Broadway 
phenomenon Hamilton and the history behind it are explored.	

PBS	 Gen.	Int.	 7/1/18	
Noon	

90	mins.	

Royal	Nova	
Scotia	Tattoo	
2017	

Considered the world's largest indoor entertainment event, this 
program features a mix of arts and music groups from around 
the world. Approximately 2,000 performers from 10 countries 
gather in Nova Scotia to present this event	

Independent	 Gen.	Int.	 7/1/18	
1:30pm	

90	mins.	

Hudson	River	
School:	Artistic	
Pioneers	

The Hudson River School was America's first fraternity of 
landscape painters. The documentary focuses on the founders 
of the Hudson River School: Thomas Cole and Asher Durand, 
and other influential, prominent members, such as Frederic 
Church, Albert Bierstadt and Jasper Cropsey.	

NETA	 Gen.	Int.	 8/20/18	
2pm	

1	hour	
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Great	Vacation	
Squeeze	

A travel writer, a cardiologist and others discuss why 
Americans should have more vacation time. 

NETA	 Gen.	Int.	 7/29/18	
6p.m.	

Half-hour	

Latino	
Americans	

This six-part series, aired during Hispanic Heritage Month,  
tells the story of early settlement, conquest and immigration; 
of tradition and reinvention; of anguish and celebration; and of 
the gradual construction of a new American identity from 
diverse sources that connects and empowers millions of people 
today. The series covers the 1500s to the present day. 

PBS	 Gen.	Int.	 9/17/18	
9/24/18	
10/1/18	
2-4	p.m.	

6	hours	

Hispanic	
Heritage	
Awards	

This special features the country's highest tribute to Latinos by 
Latinos. The program included performances and appearances 
by celebrated Hispanic artists. 

PBS	 Gen.	Int.	 9/28/18	
10pm	

1	hour	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	


